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Introduction: Look-Locker (LL) Arterial Spin Labelling (ASL) [1–3] (e.g. QUASAR) is a popular technique 
for the simultaneous measurement of transit time, arterial cerebral blood volume (CBVa) and perfusion (f), 
allowing transit time effects to be accounted for in CBF quantification. However, the LL-acquisition is 
currently limited to a few slices as each volume acquisition must fit in the spacing between LL- readout pulses 
(ΔTI ~ 350 ms). 3D imaging sequences have been shown to be advantageous for ASL [4], reducing signal 
decay across the slices [5] and increasing SNR compared to 2D-sequences [4, 5, 8, 9]. Here we present a Look-
Locker ASL sequence with a 3D-EPI readout [5-7] and use it to collect multiphase ASL data with wide volume 
coverage and good spatial resolution at 7T, each slice in the volume having the same acquisition time for ease 
of quantification. 
Simulations: A three compartmental model [1] (arterial blood outside the imaging voxel, intra-voxel blood and 
the tissue signal) was used to model the ASL signal change. The signal was simulated for a 3D-EPI readout 5 
phases (number of readouts per inversion), TR = 30ms (transverse decay was not modelled) and compared to a 
2D-EPI acquisition. 

Data Acquisition: The study was approved by the local ethics 
committee; all subjects (N = 5) gave informed, written consent. 
Experiments were performed on a Philips Achieva 7T system 
with volume transmit and 16-channel SENSE receive coil. An 
image based shimming technique was used to reduce image 
distortions [8]. Labelling was performed using a FAIR scheme 
(selective thickness 20 mm wider than image volume, non-
selective thickness 300 mm) with WET (water suppression 
enhanced through T1 effects) pre- and sinc post-saturation 
pulses. Each LL-readout had a TRASL of 6s/pair and comprised 
a 3D-EPI sequence with flip angle of 14o (optimised for 3D-
EPI acquisition [7]) TR/TE = 23/10, 29/16, 36/14, 42/20 ms for 
3mm non-VC (vascular crushed), 3mm VC, 2mm non-VC and 
2mm VC respectively), TI1 = 350 ms, readout spacing ΔTI as 
shown in Table 1 (equivalent to varying the number of phases 

over a 2.6 s acquisition period).  Data were collected with both a 64 x 64 (3 mm in-plane) and 96 x 96 (2 mm in-
plane) matrix; FOV = 192 mm; slice thickness 3 mm, SENSE factor P 2, S 1.5, partial k-space factor 0.8. Table 1 
summarises the maximum number of slices that can be collected with and without vascular crushing (VC using 
bipolar gradients, 3ms lobe duration, G = 30 mT/m, equivalent to Venc = 44mms-1) for 3mm 3D-EPI data and the 
corresponding number of slices for a 2D-EPI acquisition with equivalent matrix/spatial resolution. All data were 
acquired with 50 averages (5 min. scan duration). Data were pairwise subtracted and averaged for each phase, and 
VC data subtracted from data without vascular to generate CBVa weighted data.  
Results: Simulations show that arterial blood (CBVa) and tissue signals are suppressed due to the 3D-EPI readout, 
Figure 1. Due to the lower flip angle used, the 3D-EPI signals are slightly lower than their 2D equivalent, but the 
sensitivity of 3D-EPI is increased by a factor of √Nslices due to volume k-space acquisition (not accounted for in Fig 
1). Figure 2a shows a single slice of the 3 mm 6 phase data with a 16 slice acquisition collected with VC (CBF 
weighted) and 2b the non-VC images, 2c is the corresponding CBVa weighted image given by the difference. Figure 
3 shows the same data set resliced to sagittal view to show the inflow of labelled blood (displayed with accurate 
relative timing as all slices in the 3D volume are acquired at the same time allowing for comparison across the 
volume). Figure 4 shows a 2mm isotropic data set (6 phases, 8 slices) collected with no VC again highlighting the 
constant inflow/perfusion weighting across the slices and the feasibility for high resolution measures. 
Discussion: We have shown the feasibility of combining a Look-Locker ASL scheme with 3D-EPI image readout at 7T. 3D-EPI has several advantages over 2D-EPI 
for LL-ASL: (1) it provides improved volume coverage for a given ΔTI (Table 1); (2) 2D-EPI is susceptible to variations in blood/tissue signal weighting as the slices 
are acquired at different times, this effect is reduced for a 3D-EPI readout aiding realignment and modelling of the data;  (3) The blood transit time is comparable across 
the slices as they are acquired simultaneously; (4) 3D-EPI reduces SAR constraints since a higher flip angle ~ 300 is typically used for 2D-EPI acquisitions [3]. 
LL-ASL with a 3D-EPI acquisition provides a method to assess transit time, arterial cerebral blood volume and perfusion measurements with wide volume coverage, for 
example for pharmacological applications and MRI tasks which cause global responses such as hypercapnia [11]. 
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Phases 
 

ΔTI 
/ms 

NO VC 
 

VC 
 

3D 2D 3D 2D 
5 520 23 12 19 12 
6 450 19 10 16 10 
7 371 16 8 13 8 
8 325 13 7 11 7 
9 289 13 6 11 6 
10  260 11 6 7 6 

Table 1: Maximum number of slices 
for each number of phases/readout 
spacing (ΔTI) for 2D- and 3D-EPI 
data collected with and without VC. 

Figure 2:  Single slice taken from 3mm, 6 phases, 16 
slice 3D-EPI data set. Data collected with (A) No VC, 
(B) VC (C) arterial blood signal from (No VC – VC) 
data.  
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Figure 1: Simulated CBVa and f curves for 2D- 
and 3D-EPI readouts. (F=180 ml/100g/min, f = 
90 ml/100g/min, δ=400ms, Δ=400ms, W=1.5s, T1b 
= 1.4s, T1t = 1.9), flip angle = 140 for 3D- and 350 
for 2D-EPI. Simulation does not account for 
increased sensitivity of 3D-EPI by √Nslices. 

Figure 4: 2 mm 6 phases, 8 slices, non-VC.  

Figure 3: 3 mm 6 phases, 19 slices, non-VC resliced to show sagittal view over the 6 time points. Line on 
transverse 3D-EPI image show location. 
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